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Abstract 
Novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) leads to coronavirus disease 19 (COVID-19), declared as a pandemic that outbreaks within almost 
225 countries worldwide. For the time being, numerous mutations have been reported that led to the generation of numerous variants 
spread more rapidly. This study aims to establish an efficient multi-epitope subunit vaccine that could elicit both T-cell and B-cell 
responses sufficient to recognize three confirmed surface proteins of the virus. The sequences of the viral surface proteins, e.g., an 
envelope protein (E), membrane glycoprotein (M), and S1 and S2 domain of spike surface glycoprotein (S), were analyzed by an 
immunoinformatic approach. Top immunogenic epitopes have been selected based on the assessment of the affinity with MHC class-
I and MHC class-II, population coverage, along with conservancy among wild type and new variants of SARS-CoV-2 genomes. 
Molecular docking and molecular dynamic simulation suggest that the proposed top peptides have the potential to interact with the 
highest number of both the MHC class I and MHC class II. The epitopes were assembled by the appropriate linkers to form a multi-
epitope vaccine. Epitopes used in the vaccine construct are conserved in all the variants evolved till now. This in silico-designed 
multi-epitope vaccine is highly immunogenic and induces levels of SARS-CoV2-neutralizing antibodies in mice, which is detected 
by inhibition of cytopathic effect in Vero cell monolayer. Further studies are required to improve its efficiency in the prevention of 
virus replication in lung tissue, in addition to safety validation as a step for human application to combat SARS-CoV-2 variants.

Key points
• We discovered five T-cell epitopes from three surface proteins of SARS-CoV-2.
• These are conserved in the wild-type virus and variants, e.g., beta, delta, and omicron.
• The multi-epitope vaccine can induce IgG in mice that can neutralize the virus.

Keywords SARS-CoV-2 · Epitope-based vaccine · Immunoinformatics · Envelope protein · Membrane glycoprotein · Spike 
surface glycoprotein, Immunogenic, Neutralizing antibody
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Introduction

An outbreak of coronavirus disease 19 (COVID-19; atypi-
cal pneumonia) caused by SARS-CoV-2 has emerged in 
China and spread rapidly from the first known cases in 
Wuhan in late 2019 to 225 nations and territories around 
the world (March 11, 2022). The World Health Organi-
zation declared SARS-CoV-2 as a pandemic, with more 
than 450 million confirmed cases and ~ 6.5 million deaths 
worldwide up to date, according to the coronavirus 
resource center, Johns Hopkins University (March 11, 
2022). The virus spreads readily by the transmission from 
human to human with an incubation period of 2–14 days 
(possible outliers 0–27 days; median 3.0 days) (Guan et al. 
2020; Reuters 2020), and from the onset of symptoms, 
the median time for developing pneumonia is 4.0 days 
(interquartile range, 2.0 to 7.0) (Guan et al. 2020). This 
is worrisome as SARS-CoV-2 is transmitted from person-
to-person even if the infected person is not showing any 
symptoms.

In response to this global health crisis, researchers 
embarked on a race to develop safe and potential vaccines 
to fight this new coronavirus. Researchers are working with 
different approaches for developing a coronavirus vaccine, 
including (a) inactivated and attenuated whole virus vac-
cines, (b) viral vector vaccines, (c) nucleic acid-based vac-
cines, and (d) protein subunit vaccines. More than 200 
vaccine candidates are in different stages of (pre)clinical 
trials (Ye et al. 2020). As of 11 March 2022, 120 candi-
date vaccines are in clinical evaluation on humans, and 
50 candidates have reached the final stage of testing (Carl 
Zimmer et al. 2022). Currently, nine vaccine candidates 
got approval for emergency or full use in humans (WHO) 
2022). The FDA approved two mRNA-based vaccines for 
emergency use: New York-based Pfizer and the German 
company BioNTech-based Comirnaty (BNT162b2), and 
Moderna and NIAID-based mRNA-1273 vaccine. These 
two vaccines are widely being used around the world. 
Another seven vaccines have been approved by at least 
one stringent regulatory authority recognized by the World 
Health Organization (WHO): Oxford–AstraZeneca, Sinop-
harm BIBP, Janssen, CoronaVac, Covaxin, Novavax, and 
Covovax. Five others are under assessment by the WHO: 
Sputnik V, Sinopharm WIBP, Convidecia, Sanofi–GSK, 
and SCB-2019. Eight are under EOI review: Abdala, Cor-
bevax, GBP510, Westvac (sf9 cells), Nanocovax, Spiko-
Gen, vaccine R-COVI, and Nuvaxoid ((WHO) 2022).

Most of the aforementioned frontline vaccines are 
mRNA, inactivated, or viral vector-based vaccines. Pos-
sible phenotypic or genotypic reversion of whole viral vac-
cine (e.g., attenuated vaccine) might hamper long-term 
protection results difficult to use as a vaccine against newly 

emerged SARS-CoV-2. Alternatively, subunit vaccines 
based on the surface spike and other structural proteins of 
SARS-CoV-2 could be considered as they do not contain 
any live pathogens. As follows, multiple protein-based 
vaccines (protein subunit or epitope) are in the pipeline 
and commencing clinical trials. Of them, the epitope-
based EpiVacCorona vaccine has been approved in four 
countries (TRACKER 2022). Another protein subunit 
vaccine Abdala, technical name CIGB-66 developed in 
Cuba, has been approved for emergency use in several 
countries. Such reports indicate the prospects of design-
ing a peptide-based vaccine. With the emergence of new 
SARS-CoV-2 variants (Rambaut et  al. 2021)(Tegally 
et al. 2020), there is a question that has arisen “could new 
COVID variants undermine vaccines”? (Callaway 2021). 
Some studies claimed that the mRNA-based COVID-19 
vaccines BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273 show equivalent 
neutralization titers to the N501 and those new variants, 
albeit they have not been certified by peer review (Wu 
et al. 2021; Xie et al. 2021). Many variants have evolved 
until now (September 16, 2021) that can escape the immu-
nity generated by the existing vaccines (Liu et al. 2021; 
Vasireddy et al. 2021).

SARS-CoV-2, like other betacoronavirus SARS-CoV and 
MERS-CoV, is an enveloped, positive-sense, single-stranded 
RNA virus with a genome comprising ~ 30 kilobases (Chan 
et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2020). The genome of SARS-CoV-2 
encodes four structural proteins, the spike-surface glycopro-
tein (S), the envelope protein (E), the membrane glycopro-
tein (M), and the nucleocapsid protein (N), as well as several 
nonstructural proteins. The RNA genome is maintained by 
the nucleocapsid protein, which combines with the S, E, and 
M proteins to form the viral envelope. All these proteins may 
act as antigens sufficient to stimulate neutralizing antibod-
ies and important targets for cell-mediated immunity (both 
CD4 + /CD8 + T-cell responses) (Jiang et al. 2005; Regla-
Nava et al. 2015). As it is an RNA virus, the mutation occurs 
naturally during its replication, and thousands of mutations 
have already been detected worldwide. Around 4000 muta-
tions in the spike protein have been reported to generate 
new variants of this virus. These types of mutations occur 
continually to make the existing vaccine ineffective (Wise 
2020).

Preliminary studies suggest that based on the whole 
genome analysis, the novel SARS-CoV-2 is relatively simi-
lar to SARS-CoV (Lu et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2020), and 
they used similar human cell receptors and cell entry mech-
anisms (Hoffmann et al. 2020; Letko and Munster 2020; 
Zhou et al. 2020). Previous knowledge on the understanding 
of protective immune responses against SARS-CoV unrid-
dles a new way to develop potential vaccine candidates for 
SARS-CoV-2 as they are similar. Both humoral and cell-
mediated immune responses have a protective role against 
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SARS-CoV. The most exposed protein of SARS-CoV is sur-
face glycoprotein S, a major antigen that stimulates neutral-
izing antibodies (humoral response) (Enjuanes et al. 2008) 
as well as protects from infection in mouse models (Deming 
et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2004). The spike proteins are also 
important targets of cytotoxic lymphocytes. The S protein 
of SARS-CoV-2 comprises two domains: S1 (685 aa) and 
S2 (588 aa) (Chan et al. 2020). S1 domain mainly contains 
a receptor-binding domain (RBD) that mediates virus entry 
into the epithelial cells through interaction with the cell sur-
face receptor ACE2, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (Wan 
et al. 2020). Immunization of RBD of S1 protein plays a 
key part in inducing the neutralizing antibodies as well as 
long-lasting protective immunity to the SARS-CoV-2 virus 
(Flehmig et al. 2020). Among SARS-CoV-2 viruses, the S2 
domain is well conserved and shares 99% identity with the 
bat SARS-like coronaviruses (Chan et al. 2020). Despite 
high selection pressure on SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, the 
S2 subunit and fragment of the RBD remain widely con-
served (Malik et al. 2021). The vaccine design based on the 
conserved domain of the S2 subunit of the surface glyco-
protein may provide broad-spectrum protection and is worth 
testing in animal models. The E protein could form ion chan-
nels, and representative peptides have immunogenicity for 
both CD4 + and CD8 + T-cells (Peng et al. 2006). The M 
protein of SARS-CoV induces dominant cellular immu-
nogenicity, as well as a strong humoral response, and may 
serve as a potential target for SARS-CoV-2 vaccine design 
(Liu et al. 2010). As the antibodies against the N protein 
do not provide immunity to the infection, this protein is 
excluded as it is not a suitable candidate for vaccine devel-
opment (Gralinski and Menachery 2020).

In this study, we adopted an immunoinformatics approach 
to identify the potential T-cell epitope(s) to design a multi-
epitope vaccine based on the spike, envelope, and membrane 
proteins. The multi-epitope vaccine has been injected into 
mice to check its immunogenicity. Its ability to generate 
neutralizing antibodies has also been evaluated for efficient 
inhibition of the viral entry into the cell.

Methods

The methodology of the entire study to identify and manifest 
the top epitopes for SARS-CoV-2 has been described in a 
flow diagram (Fig. 1).

Sequence retrieval and T‑cell epitope prediction

The sequences of the envelope protein (YP_009724392), 
membrane glycoprotein (YP_009724393), and surface 
glycoprotein (YP_009724390) of the SARS-CoV-2 
virus were retrieved from NCBI (http:// www. ncbi. nlm. 

nih. gov/ prote in) protein database in FASTA format. The 
surface glycoprotein was subjected to a CDD domain 
search, where the S1 and S2 domain sequences were 
extracted (Figure S1). All four proteins (E, M, S1, and 
S2) were analyzed for T-cell epitope prediction by adopt-
ing the previously used approaches described elsewhere 
(Bappy et al. 2020; Islam et al. 2020; Ullah et al. 2021). 
Briefly, the NetCTL v1.2 server (Larsen et al. 2007) 
was utilized to predict the most antigenic regions of the 
proteins by selecting the 9-mer T-cell epitopes based on 
the interaction with commonly occurring HLA class I 
supertypes in the human population, i.e., A1, A2, A3, 
A24, A26, B7, B8, B27, B39, B44, B58, B59, and B62. 
This tool is well versed to estimate a combined score 
depending on the algorithms for MHC class-I binding, 
the transporter of antigenic peptide (TAP) transport effi-
ciency, and proteasomal C-terminal cleavage prediction 
expressing antigenicity. The default threshold param-
eters in the NetCTL.1.2 server, for example, proteaso-
mal C-terminal cleavage, TAP transport efficiency, and 
epitope identification, were set as 0.15, 0.05, and 0.75, 
respectively.

The affinity of the epitopes with different alleles of MHC 
class I and MHC class II was estimated by tools available 
in the Immune Epitope Database and Analysis Resource 
(IEDB-AR). In the case of the affinity of MHC class I and 
the selected epitopes from NetCTL analyses, the stabilized 
matrix method (SMM) was used to measure the half-max-
imal inhibitory concentration (IC50). The affinity of the 
epitope with the specific HLA-DP, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DR 
loci of MHC class II was measured by NetMHCpan 2.0. For 
MHC class II binding analysis, fifteen-mer epitopes were 
projected based on the preselected 9-mer epitope as a core 
peptide. The HLA alleles that have an affinity with epitopes 
by IC50 < 250 nM for the MHC class I and IC50 < 200 nM 
for MHC class II alleles, respectively, were selected. The 
MHC class I binding was crosschecked by the software, EPI-
SOPT (http:// bio. med. ucm. es/ episo pt. html). We also utilized 
the MHC class II binding prediction tool, PREDIVAC, to 
evaluate their affinity with several HLA-DRB1 alleles 
including 01:01, 03:01, 04:01, 07:01, 08:01, 10:01, 11:01, 
12:01, 13:02, 14:01, and 15:01. These HLA class II alleles 
are expected to cover more than 95% of the worldwide popu-
lation (Moise et al. 2009). The antigenicity of the peptides 
was evaluated by Vaxijen v2.0 (http:// www. ddg- pharm fac. 
net/ vaxij en/ VaxiJ en/ VaxiJ en. html). The threshold was kept 
at 0.4 for antigenicity prediction.

Population coverage analysis

Population coverage was evaluated by the IEDB popu-
lation coverage calculation tool for the most antigenic 
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epitopes (Bui et al. 2006). We selected area_country_eth-
nicity for the query, and the combined score for MHC 
class I and II was used to determine the population cov-
erage of the whole world population as well as different 
regions of the world.

Homology modeling

Homology models of the envelope, membrane, and spike 
protein were built by MODELLER v9 (Sali et al. 1995). 
The simulated models were evaluated by the PROCHECK 

Fig. 1  Flow diagram of the methodology to design multi-epitope vaccine against novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2)
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server (Laskowski et al. 1996). The disordered region in the 
protein sequences was measured by DISOPRED v3 (Ward 
et al. 2004). The prediction of the transmembrane region 
was performed by TMHMM (http:// www. cbs. dtu. dk/ servi 
ces/ TMHMM/).

Allergenicity, toxicity, and B‑cell epitope prediction

The allergenicity of the proposed epitopes was assessed by 
the AlgPred server (https:// webs. iiitd. edu. in/ ragha va/ algpr 
ed/ submi ssion. html). There are several prediction methods 
employed available in the server: (i) MEME/MAST motif, 
(ii) mapping of IgE epitopes and PID, and (iii) blast search 
on allergen representative peptides (ARPs). The ToxinPred 
server (http:// crdd. osdd. net/ ragha va/ toxin pred/) was utilized 
to evaluate the toxicity of the peptides. The selected T-cell 
epitope (15-mer) was checked for suitability as the B-cell 
epitope by IEDB-AR using several sequence-based tools like 
Emini surface accessibility prediction, Karplus and Schulz 
Flexibility prediction, Kolaskar and Tongaonkar antigenic-
ity, and Parker hydrophilicity prediction tools (Emini et al. 
1985; Karplus and Schulz 1985; Kolaskar and Tongaonkar 
1990; Parker et al. 1986).

Conservancy analyses

We have analyzed conservancy by several strategies and 
different time points. At first, a total of 180 whole-genome 
sequences of SARS-CoV-2 isolated from the human, envi-
ronment, and canine were retrieved from the GISAID data-
base (https:// www. gisaid. org). We excluded the sequences 
that were too short or likely had sequencing errors. Retrieved 
sequences were then translated into amino acid residues 
by the Expasy translate tool. We retrieved three structural 
proteins according to the positions of coding sequences 
along the reference sequence for the S, M, and E proteins. 
Translated proteins aligned with the NCBI reference pro-
tein sequence (S, YP_009724390.1; M, YP_009724393.1; 
E, YP_009724392.1). Next, the conservancy was evaluated 
in the new variants of SARS CoV-2. So, we have further 
retrieved 4390 whole-genome sequences of SARS-CoV-2 
submitted from different European countries, Canada, Israel, 
South Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, Australia, and Gibraltar 
under UK variant VUI202012/01. Furthermore, we have 
retrieved S, M, and E protein sequences of SARS and MERS 
viruses by the NCBI server. We downloaded the sequences 
of 1000 spike glycoproteins, 245 membrane glycoproteins, 
and 81 envelop proteins of new variants from NCBI. The 
protein sequences were aligned independently by the multi-
ple sequence alignment program ClustalW using the BioEdit 
tool (version 7.1.3.0) with a number of bootstrap values 
of 1000 (Hall, T. et al. 2011). The conservancy of all the 
anticipated epitopes was evaluated by the IEDB conservancy 

analysis tool. We have also assessed conservancy in the omi-
cron variants by observing the specific amino acid changes 
reported in the journals. If the amino acid changes are not 
located in the specific peptide vaccine region, we evaluated 
them as conserved.

Molecular docking analysis

We employed CABSDOCK WEB SERVER (http:// bioco 
mp. chem. uw. edu. pl/ CABSd ock) to perform molecular dock-
ing studies to confirm the interaction between epitopes and 
MHC molecules. The best possible epitope and available 
crystal structures of HLA alleles were obtained from the 
above analyses retrieved from the RCSB Protein Data Bank 
server (https:// www. rcsb. org/) (Table S19). The MHC class 
I molecules with their 9-mer epitope pair and the MHC class 
II molecules with their 15-mer epitope pair were submit-
ted to CABS-dock with 50 simulation cycles. We docked 
the peptides for envelope protein, CVEnvA1 with the 
crystal structure of HLA-A*02:03 (3ox8), and CVEnvA2 
with the crystal structure HLA-DRB1*01:01 (2FSE) by 
CABSDOCK WEB SERVER. Similarly, the peptides for 
membrane glycoprotein, CVMemB1 and CVMemB2, were 
docked with the alleles HLA-A*68:01 (6PBH) and HLA-
DRB1*01:01 (2FSE), respectively. The peptides for S1 pro-
tein, CVS1A1 and CVS1A2, were docked with alleles HLA-
C*07:02 (5VGE) and DQA1/DQB1 (1JK8), respectively. 
The peptides for S2 protein, CVS2B1 and CVS2B2, were 
docked with the alleles HLA-A*11:01 (6JP3) and HLA-
DRB1*01:01 (2FSE), respectively. CABS-dock provides a 
docking simulation of the binding site, permits full flexibil-
ity of the peptide, and sometimes enables minor fluctuations 
of the receptor backbone.

Molecular dynamics simulation

The molecular dynamics simulation study was carried out 
to understand the flexibility and conformational change of 
each peptide interacted with corresponding MHC class I 
and MHC class II alleles. The simulation study was carried 
out in YASARA Dynamics commercial package (Krieger 
et al. 2013; Munia et al. 2021), where the docked complexes 
were initially cleaned and optimized. The widely used force 
field AMBER14 (Case et al. 2005) was utilized for the simu-
lation study. The NPT ensemble method was used in this 
simulation study, which is closer to the real experimental 
environment (Dimova et al. 2017), and the Berendsen ther-
mostat was utilized to control the simulation temperature. 
A cut-off radius of 8 Å was considered for the calculation 
of short-range van der Waals and Coulomb interactions. 
The long-range electrostatic interaction was calculated via 
the Particle Mesh Ewald method (Krieger et al. 2006). The 
simulation cell was bigger than the docked complex by 
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20 Å in all cases. The simulation was neutralized with the 
help of 0.9% NaCl, pH 7.4 at 298 k temperature (Krieger 
et al. 2006; Krieger and Vriend 2015). The steepest gradi-
ent approach was used for the initial energy minimization 
process. The time step for the simulation system was 1.25 fs, 
and the simulation trajectory was saved every 100 ps for 
further analysis. Finally, the simulation trajectory was uti-
lized to calculate root mean square deviation (RMSD), root 
mean square fluctuation (RMSF), radius of gyration (Rg), 
solvent accessible surface area (SASA), and the number of 
the hydrogen bond (Islam et al. 2019; Mahmud et al. 2019). 
The simulation was replicated thrice, and the average value 
was considered for each descriptor.

Designing of multi‑epitope vaccine and analyses 
of its properties

We selected the best epitope from the envelope and mem-
brane as well as S1 and S2 domain of spike protein based on 
the analyses of their affinity with MHC class I and II alleles, 
antigenicity, population coverage, conservancy, toxicity, 
and allergenicity. The epitopes were linked by the GPGPG 
linker and a cysteine residue set at the N-terminal of the 
epitope. The cysteine residue will be required to conjugate 
the peptide with the carrier protein via a disulfide linkage. 
The antigenicity of the final novel vaccine construct was 
assessed by the VaxiJen v2.0 tool. The threshold utilized 
for antigenicity prediction was 0.4. The allergenicity of the 
vaccine was assessed by using the AlgPred server. The Prot-
Param server was utilized to evaluate various physiochemi-
cal parameters of the multi-epitope vaccine, e.g., molecular 
weight, theoretical isoelectric point (pI), in vitro and in vivo 
half-life, instability, and aliphatic index, and grand average 
of hydropathicity (GRAVY). The solubility of the multi-
epitope vaccine was measured by the Protein-Sol web tool 
(https:// prote in- sol. manch ester. ac. uk/). A score of more than 
0.45 was considered as a soluble protein.

Modeling, refinement, and validation 
of vaccine‑structure

The secondary structural properties of the multi-epitope vac-
cine construct were assessed by the SOPMA server. The 3D 
models of the vaccines were constructed by using the homol-
ogy modeling tool-iTASSER (Yang et al. 2015). The mod-
els were refined by using the Galaxy Refine server (http:// 
galaxy. seokl ab. org/). This server carries out the repacking 
and molecular dynamics simulation to relax the structure, a 
CASP10-based refinement technique. This server is regarded 
as one of the best performing algorithms to improve the local 
structural quality, as per the CASP10 evaluation. The ter-
tiary structures of the vaccines were validated using ProSA-
web (Wiederstein and Sippl 2007). The overall quality of 

the model can be perceived by the Z-score calculated by the 
server. Furthermore, the Ramachandran plot analyses of the 
predicted models were performed by using the PROCHECK 
server (https:// servi cesn. mbi. ucla. edu/ PROCH ECK/) to vali-
date its quality.

Linear and conformational epitopes prediction

The prediction of linear and conformational B cell epitopes 
in the multi-epitope vaccine construct was performed by 
using the ABCPred server (https:// webs. iiitd. edu. in/ ragha va/ 
abcpr ed/ ABC_ submi ssion. html) and ElliPro (Ponomarenko 
et al. 2008), respectively, using default parameters.

Molecular docking of the CVMW with TLR

The vaccine needs to interact with the immune cell recep-
tor to elicit a proper immune response. So, we performed 
a docking study to assess the interaction between the final 
multi-epitope vaccine, CVMW with TLR2, TLR4, and 
TLR5. The crystal structure of TLR2, TLR4, and TLR5 
were downloaded from the RCSB protein data bank with 
ID 2Z7X, 3FXI, and 3J0A. The structure of the vaccine, 
CVMW, was docked with the TLR2, TLR4, and TLR5 by 
using HADDOCK 2.4 server (https:// wenmr. scien ce. uu. nl/ 
haddo ck2.4/). The best structure was selected based on the 
lowest HADDOCK score and lowest Z-score. The selected 
docked models were refined by HADDOCK refinement 
interface. The best-refined structure was picked, and the 
interacting residues between the vaccine and TLR were 
located by PDBsum (http:// www. ebi. ac. uk/ thorn ton- srv/ 
datab ases/ cgi- bin/ pdbsum/ GetPa ge. pl? pdbco de= index. 
html). The binding affinity of the complexes was calculated 
by using the PRODIGY server. The stability and flexibility 
of the multi-epitope vaccine were assessed by the CABS-flex 
web server (http:// bioco mp. chem. uw. edu. pl/ CABSfl ex2/).

Peptide synthesis and study design

We procured the multi-epitope peptide vaccine of SARS 
CoV-2 (CVMW) from GL Biochem (China). The CVMW 
peptide has been conjugated with KLH following the 
procedure described by the manufacturers’ instruction 
(Imject™ Maleimide-Activated mcKLH, Cat No: 77605, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific). We have also used only the 
CVMW peptide that was dissolved in PBS and incubated 
at room temperature for 2 h to induce the binding of two 
CVMW peptides with disulfide linkage that will increase 
the Molecular weight of the peptide (15 kDa). A total of 
32 of four to 6-week-old Swiss albino male mice were pro-
cured from animal house facilities of the International Cen-
tre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh (icddr,b) to 
evaluate the antigenicity of the CVMW. Before starting the 
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experiment, mice were acclimatized to the laboratory condi-
tions for 1 week. The mice were divided into three groups 
such as control group (N = 8), experimental group 1 (N = 8), 
and experimental group 2 (N = 8). A neutral control group 
(N = 8) was also used to compare the other mice groups for 
any physical abnormalities. The experimental group 1 was 
immunized by the peptide conjugated with KLH, while the 
experimental group 2 was immunized by the peptide only. 
Both the conjugated and unconjugated peptides were emul-
sified with complete Freund’s adjuvant for the first injec-
tion and with incomplete Freund’s adjuvant for the rest of 
the injection. In all the cases, ~ 50 μg of the peptide was 
injected into each mouse at the intraperitoneal route. The 
mice belonging to the control group were injected with PBS 
(mixed with respective Freund’s adjuvant) and the neutral 
control group was kept normally without any injection. The 
neutral control group was used to observe if there are any 
abnormalities occurred due to problems with food or envi-
ronmental conditions. The control group was used to observe 
if the abnormality was the side effect of the PBS or adjuvant. 
All animals were observed for morbidity and mortality dur-
ing the experimental period. Blood samples were collected 
7 days post-injection and 7 days before the first injection 
(pre-bleed) through the facial vein of the mice. All mice 
were maintained in well-aerated rooms, where they received 
a standard pellet diet and reverse osmosis water.

Analyses of antibody response

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) had been 
performed to measure the IgG level in the serum of experi-
mental mice. Wells of flat-bottom microtiter plates were 
coated with 100 ng of CVMW peptide dissolved in 100 µl 
coating buffer incubated overnight at 4 °C. Serial dilution of 
each serum ranging from 1:100 to 1:1000 was added to the 
wells in duplicate. The antibodies bound to CVMW peptide 
were detected through anti-mouse IgG conjugated with HRP 
(Cat no# A28177, Thermo Scientific, USA) at 1:500 dilu-
tion. The color was developed by using the substrate TMB 
(3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine) with peroxide solution for 
30 min. The reaction was stopped with 100 µl of 2 M  H2SO4. 
The absorbance of each well was measured at 450 nm with a 
microplate reader. The result was considered positive if the 
absorbance was at least double than that of the control sera.

Statistical analyses

The ELISA data were recorded and analyzed by using Graph 
Pad Prism (version 8.0.1). The data has been represented by 
a graph using the mean ± standard error values. Data were 
analyzed by paired t-test assuming Gaussian distribution. 
The level of statistical significance was set at 0.05, and all 
tests were two-tailed.

Determination of neutralizing antibody titers

Serum samples of all vaccinated and control mice groups 
were heat‐inactivated for 30 min at 56 °C and serially diluted 
with cell culture medium in tenfold dilution in the first well, 
then twofold dilution in the subsequent wells. The serum 
dilutions were mixed at a ratio of 1:1 with the stock sus-
pension of SARS-CoV-2/human/EGY/Egy-SERVAC/2020 
(accession numbers; MW250352) adjusted to 100 TCID50/
ml, incubated for 1 h at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere 
with 5% CO2, and transferred (eight replicates per dilution) 
to a 96-well tissue culture plate seeded with Vero cells. 
The plates were incubated for 5 days at 37 °C in a CO2-
incubator before the cultures were inspected under a light 
microscope for the presence of a cytopathic effect (CPE) 
caused by SARS-CoV2, i.e., cell rounding and detachment. 
Neutralizing antibody titers were expressed as the recipro-
cal of the last dilution of serum that completely inhibited 
virus-induced CPE.

Results

Sequence retrieval and identification of T‑cell 
epitope

The protein sequences of the envelope protein 
(YP_009724392), membrane glycoprotein (YP_009724393), 
and surface glycoprotein (YP_009724390) of SARS-corona 
virus-2 (SARS CoV-2) were retrieved from the NCBI server. 
The sequences were assessed by the Vaxijen and found 
that all these three proteins are antigenic in nature with a 
score of 0.6025 for envelope protein, 0.5102 for membrane 
glycoprotein, and  0.4646 for surface glycoprotein. The 
T-cell epitopes for these three proteins were identified by 
the NetCTLv1.2 server, where the epitope prediction was 
restricted to 12 MHC class I supertypes. The top 10 epitopes 
for envelope protein and the top 12 for membrane glycopro-
tein and surface glycoprotein were (Table S1) selected based 
on the highest combined score, listed for further analysis. If 
no epitopes were obtained for an HLA supertype, possessing 
a score higher than the threshold value (0.75) were excluded.

Both the MHC class I and MHC class II-restricted alleles 
are predicted by the IEDB analysis resource based on the 
IC50 value. All the predicted epitopes in Table S1 were eval-
uated for the analyses of MHC interaction. The MHC class 
I alleles interacted with epitopes of E-protein, M-protein, 
S1, and S2 protein summarized in Table S2, S4, S6, and S8, 
respectively. The number of MHC class I alleles that inter-
acted with the predicted epitopes for all these four proteins 
is summarized in Table 1.

The MHC class II alleles interacted with epitopes of 
E-protein, M-protein, S1, and S2 protein summarized in 
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Table S3, S5, S7, and S9, respectively. The MHC class II 
epitopes (15-mer) were selected depending on the 9-mer 
epitope as a core. The number of MHC class II alleles that 
interacted with the predicted epitopes for all these four pro-
teins is summarized in Table 2. After MHC class I and MHC 
class II analyses, we selected the top interacting peptides and 
denoted each by a name (Table 3), for example, two peptides 
for envelope protein (CVEnvA2, KPSFYVYSRVKNLNS, 
and CVEnvB2, NIVNVSLVKPSFYVY), two peptides 
for membrane glycoprotein (CVMemA2, VGLMWLSY-
FIASFRL, and CVMemB2, VIGAVILRGHLRIAG), 
three peptides for S1 protein (CVS1A2, FNATRFAS-
VYAW NRK; CVS1B2, ADSFVIRGDEVRQIA, and 
CVS1C2, ISNCVADYSVLYNSA), and two peptides for 

S2 protein (CVS2A2, IWLGFIAGLIAIVMV, and CVS2B2, 
FLHVTYVPAQEKNFT).

The MHC class I interaction has been cross-checked 
by EPISOPT software, the result shown in Table S10. The 
result showed that the peptide, VSLVKPSFY, is not a suit-
able MHC class I epitope. The interaction with MHC class 
II has been validated by the software PREDIVAC, which 
predicts based on the specificity-determining residue (SDR) 
concept. We assessed the interactions of these epitopes 
with the HLA-DRB1 alleles including 01:01, 03:01, 04:01, 
07:01, 08:01, 10:01, 11:01, 12:01, 13:02, 14:01, and 15:01 
that expected to cover more than 95% of the worldwide 
population (Table S11) (Moise et al. 2009). The peptides 
were checked for antigenicity by the Vaxijen software, and it 

Table 1  The potential CD8 + T-cell epitopes and their respective number of MHC class I alleles for envelope protein, membrane glycoprotein, 
and S1 and S2 domain of spike surface glycoprotein (IC50 < 250 nM)

Predicted epitopes 
for envelope 
protein

Number of 
MHC class 1 
alleles

Predicted 
epitopes for 
membrane glyco-
protein

Number of 
MHC class 1 
alleles

Predicted 
epitopes for S1 
protein

Number of 
MHC class 1 
alleles

Predicted 
epitopes for S2 
protein

Number of 
MHC class 1 
alleles

LTALRLCAY 3 ATSRTLSYY 8 CVADYSVLY 9 LTDEMIAQY 4
SLVKPSFYV 4 GLMWLSYFI 5 KIADYNYKL 7 FIAGLIAIV 5
SFYVYSRVK 2 AVILRGHLR 6 SVYAWNRKR 7 VTYVPAQEK 7
VFLLVTLAI 1 RYRIGNYKL 6 PYRVVVLSF 6 VYDPLQPEL 6
LTALRLCAY 3 ATSRTLSYY 8 RISNCVADY 5 GTITSGWTF 4
FVSEETGTL 4 FAAYSRYRI 4 GEVFNATRF 4 AEIRASANL 5
YVYSRVKNL 1 ELKKLLEQW 2 APATVCGPK 3 SPRRARSVA 3
FVSEETGTL 4 SRYRIGNYK 6 PYRVVVLSF 6 QDKNTQEVF 3
VSLVKPSFY 1 SFNPETNIL 5 TRFASVYAW 8 GRLQSLQTY 7
LVKPSFYVY 4 KEITVATSR 2 IRGDEVRQI 5 AHFPREGVF 5

KLIFLWLLW 4 ASFSTFKCY 7 QSAPHGVVF 7
WLSYFIASF 5 GQTGKIADY 3 LGAENSVAY 5

Table 2  The potential epitopes for CD4 + T-cells and their interacting MHC class II alleles with IC50 < 200 nM. Here, core epitopes are shown 
in bold font

Predicted 
epitopes for 
envelope 
protein

Number of 
MHC class 2 
alleles

Predicted epitopes 
for membrane glyco-
protein

Number of 
MHC class 2 
alleles

Predicted 
epitopes for S1 
protein

Number of 
MHC class 2 
alleles

Predicted epitopes 
for S2 protein

Number of 
MHC class 2 
alleles

LAILTALRL-
CAY CCN

6 VIGAVILRGHL-
RIAG

119 ISNCVADYS-
VLYNSA

25 IWLGFIAGLI-
AIVMV

38

MYSFVSEET-
GTLIVN

15 FAAY-
SRYRIGNYKLN

52 FASVYAWN-
RKRISNC

11 FLHVTYV-
PAQEKNFT

28

KPSFYVYS-
RVKNLNS

127 GFAAY-
SRYRIGNYKL

64 NRKRISNC-
VADYSVL

5 YTMSLGAENS-
VAYSN

2

NIVNVS-
LVKPS-
FYVY

98 FAAY 
SRYRIGNYKLN

1 FNATRFAS-
VYAW NRK

43

VGLMWLSYFIAS-
FRL

164 ADSFVIR-
GDEVRQIA

50
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was found that all the peptides are potential antigens except 
CVS1B2 and CVS1C2 (Table S11).

Population coverage and conservancy analysis

The prediction of both the MHC class I- and MHC class 
II-based population coverage of the selected epitopes was 
performed by the IEDB analysis resources, for the world 
population as well as for the different regions of the world 
(Figure S3). The world population coverage of CVEnvA2, 
and CVEnvB2, was found to be 96.77% and 71.88%, 
respectively, that enlisted in Table S12. The world popula-
tion coverage of CVMemA2, and CVMemB2, was found 
to be 99.82% and 82.11%, respectively (Table S13), while 
the world population coverage of CVS1A2, CVS1B2, and 
CVS1C2 was found to be 94.07%, 79.01%, and 70.77%, 
respectively, as enlisted in Table S14. Furthermore, the 
world population coverage of CVS2A2, and CVS2B2, was 
found to be 87.5% and 57.36%, respectively (Table S15). 

All these peptides were 96.12–100% conserved among 
the SARS-CoV-2 isolates but very poorly conserved in 
SARS and MERS isolates (Table 3). These analyses give 
an assumption that CVEnvA2, CVMemA2, CVS1A2, and 
CVS2A2 are the top peptides for the vaccine in the whole 
world population. We have further retrieved 4390 whole-
genome sequences of SARS-CoV-2 from GISAID of dif-
ferent countries under UK variant VUI202012/01. Protein 
sequence (spike, envelope, membrane) analysis revealed that 
the current epitope constructs are 100% conserved on this 
variant (Table S20).

Homology modeling and model validation

MODELLER modeled the three-dimensional structure of 
the envelope protein, membrane glycoprotein, and surface 
glycoproteins through the best multiple template-based 
modeling approaches (Figure S4). The envelope protein was 
modeled using the 3D structure with PDB ID, 5X29_B; the 

Table 3  Conservancy, allergenicity, and transmembrane location prediction of the selected peptides. All the peptides are denoted by a distinct 
name

* T = located in transmembrane region, Non-T = not located in transmembrane region

Name of the pep-
tides

Peptide sequences Conservancy 
among COVID-19 
isolates

Conservancy 
among other SARS 
and MERS viruses

Allergenicity 
prediction by 
AlgPred

Trans-membrane 
location (T*) 
prediction

Toxin prediction

CVEnvA1 YVYSRVKNL 100% (180/180) 37.66% (29/77) - Non-T Non-toxin
CVEnvB1 VSLVKPSFY 100% (180/180) 1.30% (1/77) - Non-T Non-toxin
CVMemA1 WLSYFIASF 100% (180/180) 7.29% (7/96) - T Non-toxin
CVMemB1 AVILRGHLR 100% (180/180) 3.12% (3/96) - Non-T Non-toxin
CVS1A1 TRFASVYAW 100% (180/180) 0.00% (0/97) - Non-T Non-toxin
CVS1B1 IRGDEVRQI 100% (180/180) 0.00% (0/97) - Non-T Non-toxin
CVS1C1 CVADYSVLY 96.12% (173/180) 95.88% (93/97) - Non-T Non-toxin
CVS2A1 FIAGLIAIV 99.45% (179/180) 94.85% (92/97) - T Non-toxin
CVS2B1 VTYVPAQEK 100% (180/180) 1.03% (1/97) - Non-T Non-toxin
CVEnvA2 KPSFYVYS-

RVKNLNS
100% (180/180) 0.00% (0/77) Non-allergen Non-T Non-toxin

CVEnvB2 NIVNVSLVKPS-
FYVY

100% (180/180) 0.00% (0/77) Non-allergen Non-T Non-toxin

CVMemA2 VGLMWLSYFI-
ASFRL

100% (180/180) 7.29% (7/96) Non-allergen T Non-toxin

CVMemB2 VIGAVILRGHL-
RIAG

100% (180/180) 3.12% (3/96) Non-allergen Non-T Non-toxin

CVS1A2 FNATRFAS-
VYAW NRK

99.45% (179/180) 0.00% (0/97) Non-allergen Non-T Non-toxin

CVS1B2 ADSFVIR-
GDEVRQIA

100% (180/180) 0.00% (0/97) Non-allergen Non-T Non-toxin

CVS1C2 ISNCVADYSV-
LYNSA

96.12% (173/180) 0.00% (0/97) Non-allergen Non-T Non-toxin

CVS2A2 IWLGFIAGLI-
AIVMV

99.45% (179/180) 0.00% (0/97) Non-allergen T Non-toxin

CVS2B2 FLHVTYV-
PAQEKNFT

100% (180/180) 1.03% (1/97) Non-allergen Non-T Non-toxin
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membrane glycoprotein was modeled using 4N31_B and 
5xpd_b; and the surface glycoprotein was modeled using 
6ACC_C. The models validated by the PROCHECK server 
are represented as the Ramachandran plot and illustrated in 
Figure S5. In the case of the envelope protein, 90%, 10%, 
and 0.0% residues were in the most favored region, allowed 
region, and disallowed region, respectively. In the case of the 
membrane glycoprotein, 82.6%, 15.9%, and 1.4% residues 
were in the most favored region, allowed region, and disal-
lowed region, respectively. While in the case of the surface 
glycoprotein, 82.8%, 14.8%, and 1.7% residues were in the 
most favored region, allowed region, and disallowed region, 
respectively. The disordered sequences in these proteins 
were measured by the DISOPRED server (Figure S6). Both 
analyses showed that the potential peptide was placed in a 
stable part of the protein. Moreover, the proposed epitopes 
were shown to be on the surface of the protein, giving evi-
dence for their surface accessibility (Figure S4).

Allergenicity, toxicity, and trans‑membrane helix 
prediction

The allergenicity assessment by the AlgPred server showed 
that all the peptides were probable non-allergen (Table 3). 
ToxinPred analysis showed that these 15-mer peptides are 
non-toxic. The transmembrane region prediction by the 
TMHMM server has been depicted in Figure S2 and the 
transmembrane location of the peptides is summarized in 
Table 3. The potential peptides, CVMemA2 and CVS2A2, 
were found to be located in the transmembrane region of 
the protein. So, we then go for the next potential peptides 
CVMemB2 and CVS2B2.

Molecular docking analysis

We selected HLA alleles of MHC class I and MHC class II 
that have interaction with the respective epitopes retrieved 
from the IEDB analyses and the availability of the crys-
tal structures in the RCSB database (Table S19). The 3D 
structures of HLA alleles were retrieved from the RCSB-
PDB server, discussed intricately in the method section, and 
docked by the CABS-DOC server. The docking interface was 

visualized with the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System. 
There are several polar and non-polar interactions identi-
fied in the docking simulation analyses. The prominent polar 
contacts were extracted by PyMOL and visualized in the 
figures. The Docking scheme and the receptor amino acid 
residues interacted for MHC class I are depicted in Fig. 2, 
and MHC class II is depicted in Fig. 3. The amino acid 
residues of the peptides, CVEnvA1, CVMemB1, CVS1A1, 
and CVS2B1 interacted with those of MHC class I alleles, 
are illustrated in Figures S7, S8, S9, and S10, respectively. 
While the amino acid residues of the peptides, CVEnvA2, 
CVMemB2, CVS1A2, and CVS2B2 interacted with those 
of MHC class II alleles, are illustrated in Figures S11, S12, 
S13, and S14, respectively. The polar contacts were marked 
by the red font in the respective supplementary figures. The 
cluster density, average RMSD, maximum RMSD, and the 
number of elements involved are also mentioned in Figs. 2 
and 3.

Molecular dynamic simulation

The root mean square deviation of the eight docked com-
plexes was analyzed to understand the conformational 
stability and structural rigidness. The envelope and MHC 
class I complex first had an upper trend from the begin-
ning of the simulation and thereafter slowed the rise. This 
complex reached stability after 15 ns and followed a similar 
trend until the end of the simulation. The envelop-MHC-II, 
membrane-MHC-I, membrane-MHC-II, S2-MHC-II, and 
S1-MHC-II protein complexes followed a similar pattern 
as they had a higher RMSD profile at the starting point to 
15 ns and reached the rigid stage. However, the S1-MHC-I 
complex had a higher level of flexibility compared to other 
complexes, and a lower level of RMSD was observed after 
20 ns, but this complex had more reduced stability than other 
complexes. On the other hand, S2-MHC-I and Env-MHC-I 
complexes also exhibited rigid conformation in the simula-
tion trajectory (Fig. 4A).

On the other hand, the protein surface area expansion 
or the truncation can be demonstrated through the solvent-
accessible surface area. From Fig. 4C, it was observed 
that all eight complexes had stable SASA values, which 
indicates no change in the protein surface area upon bind-
ing with the epitope. The average SASA values of the 
env-MHC-I, env-MHC-II, mem-MHC-I, mem-MHC-II, 
S1-MHC-I, S1-MHC-II, S2-MHC-I, and S2-MHC-II were 
21,716.22, 21,168.97, 16,985.37, 21,148.32, 22,838.3, 
17,477.75, 17,181.17, and 19,654.78 Å2, respectively. 
Moreover, the degree of protein compactness can be 
illustrated through the radius of gyration, where a higher 
Rg profile denotes a higher level of flexibility along with 
the loose packaging system of the protein, and lower Rg 
descriptors suggest tight packaging in the protein complex. 

Fig. 2  Docking analysis of the proposed 9-mer epitopes with MHC 
class I molecule. Docking of the epitope for (A) envelope protein, 
CVEnvA1 with the allele HLA-A*02:03 (3ox8), (B) membrane gly-
coprotein, CVMemB1 with the alleles HLA-A*68:01 (6PBH), (C) 
S1 domain of Spike surface glycoprotein, CVS1A1 with alleles HLA-
C*07:02 (5VGE), and (D) S2 domain of spike surface glycoprotein, 
CVS2B1 with the alleles HLA-A*11:01 (6JP3). (i) Showing the car-
toon view. (ii) Representing the interaction between the amino acid 
residues of HLA and the peptide. The cluster density, average RMSD, 
maximum RMSD, and elements involved also described right side of 
the respective docked figure

◂
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The env-MHC-I complex had a lower Rg value than the 
env-MHC-II complex, which indicates a more rigid 
nature of the env-MHC-I complex. A higher degree of 

fluctuation was observed for the complexes, S2-MHC-I, 
and S1-MHC-I, which indicate a more labile nature of 
the protein complex. Also, the other four complexes had 
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fewer fluctuations, which establishes the comparatively 
firm nature of other complexes (Fig. 4B).

The quantitative measurement of hydrogen bonds in a 
protein–ligand complex or any biological system determines 
how strong their binding and stable nature of the complex 
is. From Fig. 4D, it was observed that except for S2-MHC-
I, S1-MHC-I, mem-MHC-I complexes, the other five com-
plexes, env-MHC-I, env-MHC2, mem-MHC2, S1-MHC-2, 
and S2-MHC2 complexes, had a higher number of hydrogen 
bonds. These results indicate the more constant behavior of 
the five epitope complexes.

We have also assessed the flexibility across the amino 
acid residue of the protein through the root mean square 
fluctuation. From Fig. 5, it was observed that all eight com-
plexes had lower RMSF profiles except for some residues, 
which establish less flexibility in the protein complex. The 
env-MHC-I complex had a higher degree of flexibility at 
Arg17, Asn86, Asp220, Gly221, Lys268, Gly265, Lys48, 
Lys75, and Ser88. The amino acids Gln110, Leu109 Gln107, 
Pro2, and Ser15 from the env-MHC-II complex had higher 
flexibility. Besides, Gly1, Lys176, Gly237, Asp238, and 
Gln255 from mem-MHC1 exhibit a higher RMSF profile 
whereas Arg50, Phe51, Asn98, Gly100, Arg126, Ile2, and 
Ala4 from mem-MHC2 complex had higher deviations. On 
the other hand, for S1-MHC1, Tyr84, Asp137, and Thr138 
illustrated a higher RMSF profile, and Thr98, Val128, 
Leu170, Ser3, and Pro4, for the S1-MHC2 complex. There-
fore, the S2-MHC-I complex had a higher degree of insta-
bility in Ser2, Gly16, Gly18, Arg169, His197, Arg234, and 
Lys268. Also, the S2-MHC-II complex had more flexibility 
at Asn124, Arg126, Glu171, Asp57, Glu139, Gly141, and 
Pro183 residues.

B‑cell epitope prediction

We used the sequence-based approaches for B-cell epitope 
prediction of the potential peptides CVEnvA2, CVMemB2, 
CVS1A2, and CVS2B2 by the Kolaskar and Tongaonkar 
antigenicity scale to assess the antigenic property of the 
epitope with a maximum propensity score of 1.152, 1.180, 
1.095, and 1.183, respectively. Another principal bench-
mark for being a potential B-cell epitope is peptide surface 

accessibility which was evaluated by Emini surface acces-
sibility of the predicted peptide and found to be with a maxi-
mum propensity score of 2.048, 2.471, 2.910, and 2.507 for 
CVEnvA2, CVMemB2, CVS1A2, and CVS2B2, respec-
tively. The Parker hydrophilicity prediction was utilized 
to find the hydrophilic regions of CVEnvA2, CVMemB2, 
CVS1A2, and CVS2B2 with a maximum propensity score 
of 2.5, 0.371, 2.557, and 3.857, respectively. The Karplus 
and Schulz flexibility prediction was also utilized to find the 
flexibility regions of our proposed epitopes of CVEnvA2, 
CVMemB2, CVS1A2, and CVS2B2 with a maximum pro-
pensity score of 1.021, 0.983, 0.998, and 1.043, respectively. 
These analyses strengthen the prediction that the proposed 
epitopes might also elicit a B-cell response (Figure S15).

Multi‑epitope vaccine‑construction, structural 
properties, and B‑cell epitope prediction

The final peptide candidates from all the analyses con-
cluded that CVEnvA2, CVEnvB2, CVMemB2, CVS1A2, 
and CVS2B2 were the top peptides that can be utilized as 
vaccines for recognizing the SARS CoV-2 viruses. We next 
attempted to design a multi-epitope vaccine to efficiently 
combat SARS CoV-2 infection. As there are up to 100 amino 
acids that can be synthesized commercially, we combine the 
top four peptides via GPGPG linker that are components 
of envelope, membrane, S1, and S2 proteins (denoted as 
CVMW) suitable for the world population. A cysteine resi-
due was added at the N-terminal of the multi-epitope peptide 
that can be utilized for conjugating the peptide with a car-
rier protein. As the peptide, CVEnvA2 has a limited popu-
lation coverage for South Africa than CVEnvB2 (3.15 vs. 
40.9%) (Table S12), so we constructed another multi-epitope 
vaccine suitable for South Africa using the second one 
(denoted as CVMS). These two multi-epitope constructs, 
CVMW (Fig. 6A (i)) and CVMS (Fig. 6B (i)), are 76 amino 
acids long and found to be antigenic with a Vaxijen score 
of 0.6839 and 0.5563, respectively (Fig. 6 and Table S16). 
Both the vaccines were found to be non-allergic and soluble 
(protein sol score > 0.45) in nature (Table S16). The second-
ary structural properties and the theoretical physicochemi-
cal properties of the vaccines are shown in Table S16. The 
3D model of CVMW (Fig. 6A (ii)) and CVMS (Fig. 6B (ii) 
was constructed using iTASSER. Furthermore, the models 
were subjected to refinement by the Galaxy Refine server. 
The finalized models were subjected to ProSA-web to ana-
lyze the model quality (Fig. 6A (iii) and B (iii)). The results 
revealed a Z score of − 4.75 for the model, CVMW, and a 
Z score of − 2.41 for the model, CVMS. The quality of the 
finalized model of the multi-epitope vaccine constructs was 
verified by Ramachandran plot analysis. The analyses exhib-
ited 68.5%, 27.8%, 1.9%, and 1.9% residues of CVMW lying 
in the most favored, additional allowed, generously allowed, 

Fig. 3  Docking analysis of the proposed 15-mer epitopes with MHC 
class II molecule. Docking of the epitope for (A) envelope protein, 
CVEnvA2 with the allele HLA-DRB1*01:01 (2FSE), (B) membrane 
glycoprotein, CVMemB2 with the alleles HLA-DRB1*01:01 (2FSE), 
(C) S1 domain of Spike surface glycoprotein, CVS1A2 with alleles 
DQA1/DQB1 (1JK8), and (D) S2 domain of spike surface glyco-
protein, CVS2B2 with the alleles HLA-DRB1*01:01 (2FSE). (i) 
Showing the cartoon view. (ii) Representing the interaction between 
the amino acid residues of HLA and the peptide. The cluster den-
sity, average RMSD, maximum RMSD, and elements involved also 
described right side of the respective docked figure

◂
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and disallowed regions, whereas 68.5%, 29.6%, 1.9%, and 
0.0% residues of CVMS lying in the most favored, addi-
tional allowed, generously allowed, and disallowed regions, 
respectively (Fig. 6A (iv) and B (iv)).

The linear/continuous and conformational/discontinu-
ous B cell epitopes in the multi-epitope vaccine were con-
structed and predicted by using ABCPred and Ellipro server, 
respectively, considering the default parameters. The servers 
predicted the four linear and three conformational B cell 
epitopes for CVMW, and five linear and three conforma-
tional B cell epitopes for CVMS (Table S17 and S18).

Molecular docking with Toll‑like receptors

We performed molecular docking analyses of the multi-epitope 
vaccine with TLR2, TLR4, and TLR5 by HADDOCK, to 
explicate its capability to induce an innate immune response. 

For TLR2, HADDOCK clustered 67 structures in 11 cluster(s), 
which represents 33% of the water-refined models. In the case 
of TLR4, HADDOCK clustered 58 structures in 10 cluster(s), 
which represents 28% of the water-refined models. While for 
TLR5, HADDOCK clustered 29 structures in 6 cluster(s), 
which represents 14% of the water-refined models. The struc-
tures that hold the lowest HADDOCK score and lowest Z-score 
were selected and subjected to refinement by the HADDOCK 
refinement server. In all the three refinement processes, there 
are 20 structures clustered in 1 cluster that embody 100% of 
the water-refined models. The data of the refined models of 
TLR2, TLR4, and TLR5 are presented in Table S22.

The HADDOCK score found was − 199.5 ± 2.3 for 
TLR2, − 210.6 ± 6.7 for TLR4, and − 214.3 ± 3.2 for TLR5 
complexes with CVMW, indicating their effective docking 
(Table S22). The stability of the complexes was observed by 
the low RMSD value. The quality of the docked complexes 

Fig. 4  Molecular dynamic simulation study to measure (A) the sta-
bility of the complexes by root mean square deviation (RMSD), (B) 
rigidness of the of the structure by radius of gyration (Rg, 50 ns), (C) 

the changes in the protein surface area upon binding with the epitope 
by solvent accessible surface area (SASA value), and (D) the number 
of hydrogen bonds
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was validated by Ramachandran plot analyses by PRO-
CHECK software (Figure S18). The docked complexes of 
TLR2, TLR4, and TLR5 and their polar interactions are 
presented in Figure S16. The number of interactions was 
measured by the PDBsum server (Figure S17, Supplemen-
tary material SM1, SM2, and SM3).

The determination of the binding affinity of the com-
plexes is important to predict the feasibility of the interac-
tions. The affinities of the complexes were measured by the 
web server, PRODIGY. The Gibbs free energy found was 
negative, where ΔG is equal to − 16.2 for TLR2, − 16.4 for 
TLR4, and − 12.9 for TLR5 complex with CVMW, which 
points out that these interactions can occur. Moreover, we 
evaluated the stability and flexibility of the multi-epitope 
vaccine by CABS-flex 2.0 with 50 simulation cycles at 
1.4 °C. In the ten final structures aligned, the N-terminal of 
the vaccine showed more fluctuation than the C-terminal of 
the vaccine. The amino acid residue Pro20 has the highest 
RMSF value, and Val27 has the lowest RMSF value in the 
fluctuation plot, where the variation of amino acids is from 
0.37 to 7.4 A°. The RMSF plot showed that the vaccine is 
highly flexible (Figure S19).

The antigenicity and adequately neutralizing 
antibody titer of the multi‑epitope vaccine

We have checked the immunogenicity of the multi-epitope 
vaccine (CVMW) conjugated with KLH and the CVMW 
without conjugation with KLH in mice. It was found that 
the immunized mice have a significantly higher level of IgG 
than the PBS-injected control mice in both cases (Fig. 7). 
The P-value was found 0.0258 for the peptide, CVMW con-
jugated with KLH, and the P-value was found 0.0418 for 
the peptide, CVMW without conjugation reaction. Figure 7 
shows that the immunogenicity of the CVMW vaccine alone 
is greater than the vaccine conjugated with KLH in the 2nd, 
3rd, and 4th bleed. However, initially after the first injec-
tion, the CVMW conjugated with KLH had better immu-
nogenicity. All the mice were observed for weight loss and/
or any physical abnormalities, and no substantial changes 
were observed.

We have employed a serum neutralization test using Vero 
cell culture. This test is very accurate and acceptable in the 
validation of the major SARS-CoV-2 vaccines like Pfizer 
(Sahin et al. 2020). Neutralizing antibodies titer determined 
for each group of animals is presented in Table 4. These 
data demonstrate that the candidate formula conjugated with 
KLH is immunogenic in mice. A single immunization with 
(CVMW conjugated with KLH or unconjugated) did not 
induce distinct SARS-COV2-specific antibody titers 1:33 
and 1:40 2 weeks after the first injection. Following the two 
booster immunization, titers were substantially increased up 

to 1:133 and 1:320. The non-vaccinated mice group did not 
induce neutralizing antibodies all over the experiment.

Discussion

The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak 
has been declared a Public Health Emergency of Interna-
tional Concern and the number of infections and deaths 
increasing day by day. Reinfection of SARS-CoV-2 is possi-
ble apparently because of weakening immunity (CDC 2020; 
Forbes 2020). So, vaccination is an effective way to prevent 
pandemic virus infection and severe outcomes.

Multi-epitope-based vaccines (includes conserved mul-
tiple epitopes) designing is a novel approach that serves to 
induce specific cellular immunity and highly specific neutral-
izing antibodies (Dawood et al. 2019; Mahmoodi et al. 2017; 
Vakili et al. 2019). These epitope-based vaccines include con-
served multiple epitopes, thus providing increased safety and 
having the capacity to focus on efficient immune responses 
(Zhou et al. 2009). He Y et al. demonstrated that recombinant 
RBD of the S1 subunit consists of multiple conformational 
immunogenic epitopes that induce highly potent neutralizing 
antibodies against SARS-CoV (He et al. 2005). The mem-
brane protein of SARS-CoV holds dominant cellular immuno-
genicity and a strong humoral response (Liu et al. 2010). The 
SARS-CoV-2 is similar to SARS-CoV, so, based on previous 
SARS-CoV immunological studies, we can consider design-
ing potential vaccine targets for the novel coronavirus (SARS-
CoV-2) (Ahmed et al. 2020). Combining subunit vaccines 
comprising S1 protein and/or the RBD element, epitope of 
the envelope and membrane protein with adjuvants may turn 
into a faster and safer strategy to move through early clinical 
development for the immediate control of SARS-CoV-2 infec-
tions (Shang et al. 2020). These previous findings guided us 
to attempt to design a multi-epitope-based vaccine. This study 
aimed to design a novel multi-epitope vaccine based on the 
conserved region of surface proteins of SARS-CoV-2.

To induce specific humoral or cellular immunity against 
pathogens, an ideal vaccine should contain both B-cell 
epitopes and T-cell epitopes (Purcell et al. 2007). Initially, 
we utilized the immunoinformatic tool to find the topmost 
immunogenic T-cell epitopes among the three structural pro-
teins (S, E, and M) of SARS-CoV-2 that are expected to elicit 
an immune response in most of the regions of the world. 
Based on several rational analyses, we selected five 15.0-mer 
peptides, two peptides from envelop protein (CVEnvA2, and 
CVEnvB2), one peptide from M protein (CVMemB2), two 
peptides from spike protein (S1, CVS1A2; S2, CVS2B2) that 
are top peptides from the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) 
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interacting candidates for both MHC class I and MHC class 
II molecules (Table 3).

According to IEDB analysis, the five 9.0-mer epitopes: 
CVEnvA1, CVEnvB1, CVMemB1, CVS1A1, and CVS2B1, 
were 100% conserved, and their respective 15.0-mer 
epitopes were also 100% conserved except CVS1A2 that 
showed 99.45% conservancy, analyzed on all the three struc-
tural protein sequences of SARS-CoV-2 (as of 180 isolates) 
(Table 3). To design a universal vaccine that would protect 
against SARS-CoV-2 worldwide, the vaccine candidates 
must have broader population coverage to get acceptabil-
ity. In our analysis, the world population coverage of our 
proposed epitopes CVEnvA2, CVEnvB2, CVMemB2, 
CVS1A2, and CVS2B2 was 96.77%, 71.88%, 82.11%, 
94.07%, and 57.36%, respectively (Table S12-S15 and Fig-
ure S3). The study results suggest that proposed epitopes 
possessed high conservancy and broader population cover-
age. Analysis of protein sequences of new variants revealed 
that in the time course, the predicted peptides are more than 
96% conserved (Table S21). This data dictate the higher con-
servancy of these peptides till now. Since RNA viruses like 
SARS-CoV-2 are naturally mutation prone due to their infi-
delity during genome replication, numerous variants of this 
virus have already evolved, according to current sequences 
on GISAID. The emergence of highly transmissible vari-
ants arose questions about the functionality and efficacy of 
the currently approved vaccine against them. Our suggested 
multi-epitope vaccine is 100% conserved on the Alpha vari-
ant (Table S20). These peptides are also predicted to be non-
allergic and nontoxic in nature.

The proposed epitopes and MHC molecules were sub-
jected to docking analysis to evaluate the pattern of inter-
action among them. Molecular docking revealed strong 
interactions between both 9.0-mer and 15.0-mer predicted 
epitopes and the respective HLA alleles. The interactions 
with lower RMSD values and higher cluster densities shown 
from the docking simulation study strengthen the evidence 
that the interaction of peptide-MHC class I and II alleles 
can occur actually.

We performed a molecular dynamics simulation study to 
compute the nature of stability of the peptides, flexibility, 
rigidness, and hydrogen bonding towards interaction with 
MHC molecule through RMSD, RMSF, SASA, and Rg 
value. The root means square deviation from the c-alpha 
atom of the target eight complexes demonstrated the higher 
stability and fluctuation was observed for S1-MHC-I. The 

rest of the complexes had fewer deviations in SASA, Rg, 
and hydrogen bonding number assessment in molecular 
dynamics simulation. However, less number of amino acid 
residues were seen to be flexible in RMSF analysis for eight 
complexes where all other residue remains in a steady state. 
The study suggests that these four selected epitopes bound to 
the MHC complex are stable in nature, fairly rigid, and rea-
sonably strong binding with MHC molecules. The analyses 
showed that these four peptides would be the most probable 
vaccine candidates from all the peptides found from envelop, 
membrane, S1, and S2 proteins of SARS CoV-2.

These peptides individually are the best epitopes that 
can be utilized as an epitope-based vaccine to prevent the 
COVID-19. However, we designed two suitable multi-
epitope vaccine constructs; at each construct, the top four 
peptides from four proteins were combined via a GPGPG 
linker. The multi-epitope vaccine constructs, CVMW, 
comprise CVEnvA2, CVMemB2, CVS1A2, and CVS2B2 
peptides, and a cysteine residue at the N-terminal of the 
construct (Fig. 6A(i)). CVMW construct is suitable for the 
world population. The second vaccine construct, CVMS, 
comprises CVEnvB2, CVMemB2, CVS1A2, and CVS2B2 
peptides and a cysteine residue at the N-terminal of the 
construct (Fig. 6B(i)). The CVMS construct was designed 
for covering the South African population as CVEnvA2 
(CVMW component) showed limited population coverage 
for South Africa than CVEnvB2 (3.15 vs. 40.9%). Both 
multi-epitope vaccine constructs were 76 amino acids long 
and found to be antigenic with a Vaxijen score of 0.6839 
(CVMW) and 0.5563 (CVMS). Both the vaccines were 
found to be non-allergic in nature, according to the FAO/
WHO allergenicity evaluation scheme (Table S16).

In most cases, multi-epitope vaccines are designed by 
assembling many antigenic portions of a protein. These 
constructs are long and have to be expressed as well as 
purified for further experiments. The protein expression in 
the bacterial system, followed by the purification process, 
requires lots of time. While peptide synthesis requires two to 
4 weeks, up to kilograms of the peptide can be synthesized. 
So, we have undertaken a novel approach to design synthetic 
multi-epitope vaccines by combining four top peptides from 
four domains of the surface protein. Our construct is less 
than 100 amino acids that can be synthesized by peptide 
synthesizing companies, reducing a large amount of work. 
The antibody generated by this peptide should recognize the 
virus efficiently as it consists of epitopes from multiple sur-
face proteins. These multi-epitope vaccines were predicted 
to be water-soluble analyzed by protein sol. We dissolved 
the synthetic vaccine in PBS during the experiment, giving 
clear evidence for its water solubility.

The resultant multi-epitope vaccines were modeled by 
iTASSER. The overall quality of the finalized models of 
the multi-epitope vaccine constructs was checked by the 

Fig. 5  The flexibility of the complex assessed by root mean square 
fluctuation (RMSF) per residue in molecular dynamic simula-
tion  study. A Epitope for envelop protein (i) Env-MHC-I, (ii) Env-
MHC-II; (B) epitope for membrane protein (i) Mem-MHC-I, (ii) 
Mem-MHC-II; (C) epitope for S1 domain of surface glycoprotein 
(i) S1-MHC-I, (ii) S1-MHC-II; (D) epitope for S2 domain of surface 
glycoprotein (i) S2-MHC-I, (ii) S2-MHC-II

◂
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PROCHECK server, represented as the Ramachandran plot 
(Fig. 6A (iv) and B (iv)). Moreover, the proposed epitopes 
were shown to be on the surface of the protein (Figure S4). 
Based on the previously described approaches, Emini et al. 
(1985), Karplus and Schulz (1985), Kolaskar and Ton-
gaonkar (1990), and Parker et al. (1986) each proposed that 
peptide can also elicit B-cell responses (Figure S15). In the 
case of the multi-epitope vaccine, four linear and three con-
formational B cell epitopes for CVMW and five linear and 
three conformational B cell epitopes for CVMS were also 
predicted (Table S17 and S18). Predicted B cell epitopes 
are also expected to elicit strong neutralizing antibody 
responses. If a strong B-cell response occurred in animal 
experiments (mice or rabbits), these antibodies can be used 
for diagnostic purposes, as they should recognize the promi-
nent antigens on the viral surface.

Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are located in the membrane of 
the immune cells, mainly recognizing the molecule known 
as pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). These 
receptors activate the signaling cascade of pro-inflamma-
tory and anti-inflammatory pathways required to protect the 
host from pathogens. The TLR2, TLR4, and TLR5 are the 
key actors in the regulation of inflammatory response by 
the first-line immune cells (Hug et al. 2018). The interac-
tion pattern of the CVMW with TLR2, TLR4, and TLR5 
was evaluated by molecular docking studies. Analyzing the 
docked complex, there were seven salt bridges and 17 hydro-
gen bonds detected between the CVMW and the TLR2 (Fig-
ure S14 and Supplementary material SM1). In the case of 
the complex between the CVMW and the TLR4, there were 
seven salt bridges, and 22 hydrogen bonds were detected 
(Figure S14 and Supplementary material SM2). Besides, 
there were two salt bridges, and 15 hydrogen bonds exist 
between the CVMW and the TLR5 (Figure S17 and Supple-
mentary material SM3). The interaction of the multi-epitope 
vaccine with the TLRs indicates its potential to induce the 
innate immune system. The epitope-based vaccine requires 
a carrier protein for proper immunogenicity. So, the multi-
epitope vaccine construction will reduce the cost of the cou-
pling of these four peptides with carrier protein separately.

Previous studies focused on multi-epitope-based vac-
cines against only spike protein (Kar et al. 2020), only 
envelope protein (Abdelmageed et  al. 2020), or spike 
and nucleocapsid protein (Ahmed et al. 2020), and some 

studies detected lots of epitopes to construct large multie-
pitope vaccines. But in the current study, we have designed 
multi-epitope-based vaccine candidates covering the best 
epitopes from three surface proteins (S, M, and E), which 
are highly specific and found to be putative T-cell deter-
minants. Our proposed epitopes possessed high conserv-
ancy and broader population coverage, which make our 
proposed candidate vaccine promising for developing a 
positive immune response against SARS-CoV-2.

The possibility of losing conservancy is very low for 
the suggested vaccines as we included four small peptides 
from four different proteins in a multi-epitope vaccine with 
a high conservancy. Most substantially, the high conserv-
ancy of the proposed epitopes could be indicative of the 
effectiveness against newly emerged variants and other 
circulating strains. All these features make the suggested 
epitope vaccine unique. Our proposed vaccine could be 
a useful option to control the deteriorating virus with its 
new variants alongside the current vaccines. The recep-
tor-binding motif (RBM, 437–508aa) of SARS-CoV-2 has 
functional plasticity (Greaney et al. 2021; Piccoli et al. 
2020), so mutations in this region will affect the efficiency 
of the mAb therapies or existing preliminary vaccines. In 
this period, numerous variants have evolved with multiple 
mutations in the spike protein worldwide. The first such 
mutation was detected in the UK known as B.1.1.7 (501Y.
V1) showed high transmissibility. The additional muta-
tion including N501Y creates the variant more infectious 
than the wild type (Kemp et al. 2021). Several other muta-
tions were also discussed responsible for a higher level of 
transmission like the Beta variant (B.1.351 or N501Y.V2), 
Gamma variant (B.1.1.248), and Delta variant (B.1.617) 
circulating worldwide. In addition to N501Y mutation, the 
Beta and Gamma variants also contain E484K and K417N, 
while the Delta variant contains L452R and E484Q muta-
tions in RBD (Wang et al. 2021b). The Pfizer-BioNTech 
(BNT162b2) vaccine showed a moderate reduction in 
neutralizing activity against the B.1.1.7, while a larger 
decrease in neutralizing activity against Beta variant, 
B.1.351 (Chen et al. 2021; Kuzmina et al. 2021). Wang 
et. al. also showed that both the Moderna and Pfizer-BioN-
Tech vaccines show significantly reduced neutralization of 
the 501Y.V2 variant (Wang et al. 2021a). Moreover, the 
ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccine and the convalescent plasma 
did not show protection against the B.1.351 variant (Madhi 
et al. 2021; Wibmer et al. 2021). A lot of potential escape 
mutant of SARS-CoV-2 has also been identified, including 
S494P, Q493L, K417N, F490S, F486L, R403K, E484K, 
L452R, K417T, F490L, E484Q, T478K, and A475S (Wang 
et al. 2021b). Surprisingly, our designed 15-mer epitope 
from the S1 domain (342FNATRFASVYAW NRK356) is 
out of the mutation-prone region having binding potential 
with ACE receptor.

Fig. 6  Schematic diagram of final multi-epitope vaccine construct 
proposed for (A) (i) whole world (CVMW) and (B) (i) South Africa 
(CVMS). “L” is indicated for the GPGPG linker (light red) used for 
linking the most prominent T-cell epitopes found from the whole 
analyses. A (ii) and B (ii) represent the 3D model of the multi-epitope 
vaccine construct CVMW and CVMS, respectively. A (iii) and B (iii) 
represents the validation of the respective models using ProSa. A (iv) 
and B (iv) Ramachandran plot analysis of the respective models using 
PROCHECK server
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A new variant named omicron (B.1.1.529) was first 
detected in Botswana on 26th November 2021, adopted as 
a variant of concern by the WHO due to its high transmis-
sibility (WHO 2021). It consists of 30 amino acid changes, 
from which 15 amino acid residue changes are located in 
the receptor-binding domain of spike protein (contributors 
2021). Due to its high mutation content, it is a threat to 
the protection provided by the existing vaccines. However, 
the vaccine efficacy tests are ongoing. There are also sev-
eral mutations in the membrane and envelop protein in this 
virus (contributors 2021). Astoundingly, none of these thirty 
changes affect the conservancy of the vaccine sequences. So, 
the vaccine has the potential to be applicable for the recent 
variants.

The smaller the vaccine, the possibility to introduce 
mutation in that region is very low in comparison to large 
vaccines. Though the large vaccines induce a vigorous 
antibody response, the introduction of mutation generates 
escape mutants raising questions about the efficacy of the 

existing vaccines for a long duration. These vaccines are 
important to reduce the transmission of the virus initially; 
however, a new formulation of vaccine is required to prevent 
recurrent infection by newly emerged escape mutant viruses. 
So, we designed only 15-mer epitope each from the whole 
envelop protein, membrane protein, S1, and S2 domain of 
the spike protein, which are the topmost candidates having 
both MHC class I and MHC class II binding potential. This 
type of conserved vaccine has the highest potential to elicit 
a specific immune response (De Groot et al. 2008). Besides, 
each of the epitopes has the highest population coverage 
indicating a wide range of applicability of this vaccine in the 
world. Besides the advantages, peptide-based vaccines also 
have drawbacks. For example, there is a loss of native con-
formation, as well as peptides are unstable. For this reason, 
the usage of nanoparticles with these vaccines may improve 
their action.

To evaluate the antigenicity of the novel vaccine, we 
injected the CVMW peptide into mice. As peptide vaccines 
are smaller than the protein-based vaccine, we conjugated the 
synthesized peptide with a carrier protein called KLH (Serna 
et al. 2014). We also injected only the CVMW peptide to 
measure the immunogenicity of the unconjugated peptide. 
This vaccine is ~ 7.5 kDa, and we added a cysteine residue at 
the N-terminal of the vaccine. So, two multi-epitope vaccines 
can be adjoined by disulfide linkage, and the resulting protein 
will be 15 kDa, which should be sufficient to elicit the immune 
response without having a carrier molecule. So, we incubated 
the CVMW peptide to induce the disulfide bridge formation 
between the peptides and then injected it into mice. Surpris-
ingly, the free peptide was found to be more immunogenic 
than the KLH-conjugated peptide after the second injection. 
However, the KLH-conjugated peptide was more immuno-
genic after the first injection (Fig. 7). The result is interesting, 
as we can use only the peptide as a vaccine without conjuga-
tion to a carrier protein which will reduce the cost accordingly. 
More research can be done on this peptide using other adju-
vants that might increase the antigenicity of the unconjugated 
peptide even after the first dose. During several injections, the 

Fig. 7  The enzyme linked immunosorbent assay of the serum sam-
ples (1:100 dilution) of immunized mice in respect to control mice. 
Both the CVMW conjugated with KLH (P value 0.0258) and CVMW 
without KLH conjugation (P value 0.0418) induce IgG significantly 
compared to control. The figure shows that the immunogencity of 
the CVMW vaccine alone is greater than the vaccine conjugted with 
KLH after 2nd injection. However, initially in the first bleed, the 
CVMW conjugated with KLH had a better immunogenicity. The data 
has been represented by mean ± standard error

Table 4  Neutralization antibodies titer of the vaccinated mice in comparison to control mice

NAb value = reciprocal the dilution of serum that neutralize 3.5 log 10 of sars-cov2 virus

Vaccinated mice groups
Type of vaccine

Neutralization titer/day post-vaccination

0 d 7d 14d *
(2nd injection)

21d 28d  (3rd injection) 35d 38d  (4th injection) 42d

CVMW without KLH
(3 mice)

 < 1:10 1:40 1:40 1:80 1:80 1:160 1:267 1:320

CVMW conjugated with KLH
(3 mice)

 < 1:10 1:20 1:33 1:40 1:40 1:80 1:107 1:133

Control
(3 mice)

 < 1:10  < 1:10  < 1:10  < 1:10  < 1:10  < 1:10  < 1:10  < 1:10
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mice behave normally. No substantial physical abnormalities 
were observed in the vaccinated mice in comparison to con-
trol/neutral control mice since there was no significant weight 
loss in the vaccinated mice. This observation is similar to the 
allergenicity and toxicity properties found from the analyses by 
immunoinformatic tools. However, in vivo studies are critical 
before human application using suitable adjuvant. Moreover, 
the resulting antibody generated against both the formulation 
can neutralize the virus. The human trial might give interest-
ing results that will lead us to a second-generation vaccine, 
which could target specifically the original strains as well as 
variants that exist till now as well as be effective for the world 
population. So, this conserved vaccine can be administered as 
a booster dose in a wide range of populations, as it consists of 
the fragment from the prominent surface proteins of the virus.

In conclusion, to design a potential epitope-based vaccine 
candidate against COVID-19, two multi-epitope constructs 
were defined from a highly conserved domain of SARS-CoV-2 
antigens (S1, S2, E, and M). After narrowing down the win-
dow of a lot of potential epitopes, we designed a probable top 
vaccine, CVMS, suitable for South Africa and CVMW, which 
is efficient for the rest of the world. The CVMW vaccine is 
very immunogenic and can neutralize the virus. Due to its high 
conservancy and population coverage, it would be a candidate 
for 2nd-generation vaccine promising to elicit protection for 
a long time.
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